We present a framework for analyzing the effects of random and selective compromises (using order statistics) in sensor networks. We discuss the problem of ensuring data integrity at the source and during transit in sensor networks, and present an analysis of the reliability of reports from mobile collectors. No analysis has appeared in the literature of source integrity for mobile nodes, or of selective attacks in sensor networks. We address transit data integrity by presenting mGKE, a key establishment scheme for general group-based sensor deployments, and present a detailed analytical and experimental comparison of mGKE with current schemes. mGKE outperforms current methods in terms of resilience, connectivity, and memory and communication overhead. 
INTRODUCTION
Compromises in sensor networks are a serious problem, but no general framework exists for modeling compromises. This article presents both a keydistribution scheme for securing sensor deployments, as well an analysis framework for modeling sensor compromises. Sensors may be static or mobile, and are often deployed in groups to improve reliability [Liu and Ning 2003b; Du et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2004] . Within each group, data reports can be mutually validated by sensors and otherwise aggregated, and sent to base stations for further analysis. When data is collected by mobile collectors [Ye et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2003; Kansal et al. 2004; Tirta et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2005] , validation occurs at the base station, using reports from several mobile sensors.
One must ensure the integrity of data reports as well as that of data in transit [Ye et al. 2004; Zhu et al. 2004; Zhou and Ravishankar 2005; Yang et al. 2005] . Cryptographic keys are essential to guarantee data integrity for each hop. One must secure messages between static sensors, between static sensors and mobile collectors, and between mobile collectors. Sensor nodes are resource-limited, so public key cryptosystems can prove expensive. Preloading shared keys is difficult, since a sensor's neighbors may be unknown in advance, given mobility, and in ad-hoc, on-demand deployments.
We distinguish source data integrity, which ensures that source reports are trustworthy, from transit integrity, which ensures that data remains trustworthy in transit. Source integrity typically requires aggregation of reports arriving from several sources, so transit integrity is a precondition. Source integrity is well studied for static sensors [Ye et al. 2004; Zhou and Ravishankar 2005] , but not for mobile sensors. Transit integrity in wireless environments requires cryptographic means. Figure 1 shows a battlefield where static sensors collaborate to collect data, to be sent to the base station via mobile Robomotes [Sibley et al. 2002] . Soldiers may also carry backpacks with mobile collectors having more memory, computing, battery power, and transmission range than static sensors. In an ocean or river water monitoring scenario, static sensors may be anchored, but data collectors may float, and move with the water.
Our Contributions
A major contribution of our work is a novel framework, based on order statistics, for analyzing the effects of selective attacks on sensor networks. Selective attack is far more serious than random attack [Huang et al. 2004 ], but no analysis of selective attack has appeared in the literature, since it poses major technical challenges. We apply our framework to analyze the resilience of PIKE [Chan and Perrig 2005] and mGKE (see Section 5).
We also describe mGKE, a Group-based Key Establishment scheme, an extension of the GKE scheme [Zhou et al. 2005a [Zhou et al. , 2005b ] to ensure transit integrity in the presence of mobility. Previous random key predistribution schemes [Eschenaer and Gligor 2002; Chan et al. 2003; Du et al. 2004; Du et al. 2003; Ning 2003a, 2003b ] require sensors to be densely and uniformly distributed, but mGKE can establish unique pairwise keys in connected networks regardless of sensor density or distribution. Communication in sensor networks is mostly between neighboring nodes. mGKE establishes pairwise keys between neighbors using only local communication, unlike PIKE [Chan and Perrig 2005] , which require network-wide communication. mGKE security also degrades gracefully with the number of compromised sensors, improving resilience against node compromise.
Related work appears in Section 2, and our assumptions and metrics in Section 3. We analyze mobile collectors compromises in Section 4. We present the mGKE scheme in Section 5, analyze its security in Section 6, and evaluate its performance in Section 8. Section 9 concludes the article.
RELATED WORK
Mobile collectors are typically also privileged, so their compromise has nonlocal consequences [Zhang et al. 2005] . Schemes are proposed in Zhang et al. [2005] to limit mobile collector privileges using privilege-dependent pairwise keys between mobile collectors and sensors. Successful key establishment serves as proof of privilege. However, these schemes may break down with as few as 200 node compromises, due to sensor memory limitations. This low number precludes their use in large sensor networks, which may consist of thousands of nodes.
It has been argued that mobility facilitates security and authentication in MANETs [Kong et al. 2001; Balfanz et al. 2002; Capkun et al. 2003 ]. Kong et al. [2001] and Capkun et al. [2003] use public-key cryptosystems, which are expensive for resource-constrained sensor networks, the domain we address. Secure associations between nodes and certificate service are the chief concerns in [Kong et al. 2001; Balfanz et al. 2002; Capkun et al. 2003 ]. We deal with the impact of compromised mobile nodes on data integrity.
Key Predistribution
Random key predistribution (RKP) schemes [Eschenaer and Gligor 2002; Chan et al. 2003; Du et al. 2004 ] preload each sensor with a random subset of keys from a global key pool. Now, any pair of sensors will share a key with a certain probability. Two sensors can choose any element in the intersection of their predistribution framework for general group-based sensor deployment. In mGKE, sensors within a group share unique pairwise preloaded keys, and t pairs of agents across each pair of groups are preloaded with unique pairwise keys, to facilitate intergroup key establishment. This idea was subsequently extended in Liu et al. [2008] to a hash key-based scheme in which sensors within a group are preloaded with unique pairwise keys. Given groups of size γ , each pair of groups contain γ pairs of "bridges" preloaded with unique pairwise keys for inter-group key establishment. Clearly, this hash key-based scheme is a special case of the scheme in Zhou et al. [2005b] , when the number t of agents equals γ .
Among the contributions of our paper are an in-depth analysis of the ideas of [Zhou et al. 2005b] , and a novel framework to analyze the security impact of selective attacks, which are much more serious than random attacks. Earlier work, such as Zhou et al. [2005b] , Liu et al. [2005 Liu et al. [ , 2008 , has only analyzed security for random attacks.
NETWORK ASSUMPTIONS AND THREAT MODEL
We assume that attackers may listen to, intercept, record or manipulate all traffic in the network. Compromising a node compromises all keys stored at the node. Attackers may inject false reports using compromised nodes, as well as compromise communications between sensor pairs by compromising the keys shared pairwise between them. All path keys are established at deployment time. This does not weaken our model, since attackers may record key establishment messages, and recover path keys when intermediaries are compromised.
As in [Liu and Ning 2003b; Du et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2004] , we deploy sensors in group-based fashion. Current group-based schemes [Du et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2004 ] assume that group adjacency are known before sensor deployment, and tie sensor groups to subregions statically. In Figure 2 , the sensor group that is tied to cell (i, j ) is labeled G ij , since it may be deployed only into cell (i, j ). In contrast (see Figure 3) , mGKE allows sensor group G i, j to be deployed into any cell (k, l ) in the grid, making our sensor deployment more flexible.
We assume that sensors have resource limitations typical of current sensors, such as MICA2 motes [Crossbow] . We present separate schemes for the case when mobile collectors are resource-rich devices, and when they are resourcelimited as in [Sibley et al. 2002; Bergbreiter and Pister 2003] . Our analysis for mobile collectors assumes the Random Waypoint model [Bettstetter et al. 2004] , which is commonly used for wireless mobile networks, but our analysis may be extended to other mobility models. We show in Section 4 that this model can improve data consistency if compromised mobile collectors mount false report attacks [Ye et al. 2004] .
Data Integrity Challenges
Data integrity may be compromised at two levels. First, the source generating the data may have been compromised, raising the issue of source integrity. Second, the data may be compromised by adversaries en route, raising the issue of transit integrity. Source integrity is addressed by ensuring that a report from a single sensor is never trusted, and that no report is trusted unless it is validated using reports from multiple sensors.
We will not be concerned with the specifics of how source reports are validated; we are interested mainly in ensuring that the base station receives reports from enough sensors to ensure validation. We ensure transit integrity by establishing secure pairwise keys between communicating nodes, so that reports can be signed or encrypted to prevent tampering. Key establishment is a major focus of our work.
Selective v/s Random Attack Model
Previous schemes [Eschenaer and Gligor 2002; Chan et al. 2003; Du et al. 2003; Ning 2003a, 2003b; Du et al. 2004; Chan and Perrig 2005] have analyzed the random attack model, in which attackers compromise sensors at random. However, this model is simplistic; clever attackers can adopt a selective attack model [Du et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2004] , choosing targets deliberately to maximize the benefits of attack. An adversary targeting a certain region will target sensors in that region. Similarly, an adversary may target sensors that hold the largest numbers of uncompromised keys, to maximize the number of key compromises at the next attack step.
As [Huang et al. 2004] show for RKP and SRKP, selective attacks are deadlier than random attacks. To compromise 50% of the communication links among uncompromised sensors in a 10,000-node network under RKP, one must compromise 230 sensors under random attack but only 160 under selective attack. Under SKRP, the attacker must compromise 200 sensors under random attack, but only 125 sensors under selective attack.
Security Metrics
We characterize the security of schemes by their resilience and connectivity. This definition of resilience is similar to those used in previous random key predistribution schemes [Eschenaer and Gligor 2002; Chan et al. 2003; Du et al. 2003; Liu and Ning 2003a; Du et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2004] . However, in our definition, a link is secured either by a preloaded pairwise key or by a path key. In contrast, the previous schemes consider only the links secured by preloaded keys [Eschenaer and Gligor 2002; Chan et al. 2003; Du et al. 2004] or keys derived from preloaded key space [Du et al. 2003; Liu and Ning 2003a; Huang et al. 2004] . As Du et al. [2003] point out, a path key is compromised if an attacker deciphers messages during key establishment or compromises any intermediary. One must hence consider the security of path keys to properly evaluate the effects of sensor compromise.
3.3.2 Key Connectivity. Key connectivity is the probability that a sensor network is securely connected. In Section 6.3, we show that mGKE can allow a sensor network to be securely connected with 100% probability, as long as the network is physically connected.
Resource Metrics
We measure resource requirements in terms of communication and memory overhead.
3.4.1 Communication Overhead. We measure communication overhead as the average number of hops that messages must travel to establish a key. Since security degrades gracefully with the number of compromises only in mGKE and PIKE (see Figure 10) , we compared these methods in terms of communication overhead. For both methods, we measure only the overhead for sending the encrypted path key messages, and ignore routing overhead. As indicated in Chan and Perrig [2005] , routing overhead is highly dependent on the underlying routing protocol, which is beyond the scope of our paper. Also, mGKE introduces lower routing overhead than PIKE for any given routing protocol (see Section 5.4). Therefore, neglecting the communication overhead of routing for both mGKE and PIKE does not favor mGKE in any way over PIKE. Rather, it helps us focus on the efficiency of the two key establishment techniques.
Memory Overhead.
As is standard practice, we quantify memory overhead by the number of keys preloaded into each sensor. We do not count temporary storage used in establishing new keys, or the memory to store them.
Experimental Validation of Analysis
Although our primary focus was on analytical methods, we verified our analysis through experiments. We used a simulator implemented in C++ under Linux and the LEDA library 1 to simulate the network topology and to compute shortest paths between nodes. Our data analysis was performed using the GNU Scientific Library (GSL).
2 Each set of simulations consisted of 100 trials, and averages computed over these 100 trials. Table I summarizes the setup for our simulation and analysis.
AN ANALYSIS OF SOURCE INTEGRITY FOR MOBILE COLLECTORS
Let n m mobile collectors move about in a region R of area A R . Under the Random Waypoint mobility model, waypoints are distributed uniformly in the region. At step i, a mobile node moves at constant velocity v from its current waypoint P i−1 to a new random waypoint P i , where it pauses for a constant time w to communicate with neighboring sensors. It does not communicate with sensors while in transit.
A collector sends to the base station the data it collects from sensors in each visited subregion. Consider a subregion r of area A r . During an interval T of interest, several mobile collectors may visit subregion r, so the base station has several reports of data for r. The base station uses majority voting when reports are in conflict. Given κ compromised mobile collectors, an attacker can fabricate at most κ false reports for subregion r.
Definition 1 (Resilience). Let Y r (T ) uncompromised mobile collectors visit subregion r in the interval T . The system is κ-resilient for subregion r if Y r (T ) > κ.
Intuitively, since any mobile collector visits any subregion at each step with the same probability, the expected number of uncompromised mobile collectors visiting a subregion during interval T increases with number of steps taken, which increases with T . We will analyze the probability of κ-resilience as a function of n m and κ. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to present such an analysis for any mobility model.
Data Consistency under Random Waypoint Mobility Model
Let C(κ) be the event that κ of the n m mobile collectors have been compromised. Let Y r (T ) be the number of uncompromised mobile collectors visiting subregion r during the time interval T . Let K(r) be the event that the system is resilient for region r. Now,
Let the j th collector M j take τ j steps in the interval T . Let l j i be the length of its i th step, which takes time
The distance between two random points in a unit square has the density [Ghosh 1951 ]
from which we can calculate the expectation E[l
The number of steps τ j that mobile collector M j takes in time T is
Let u be a random variable such that
where E[t j i ] is as in Equation (2). Let V j be the event that M j visits subregion r at least once, and let τ j be the event that M j takes τ j steps in interval T . Since regions R and r have areas A R and A r , the probability of M j visiting r at any given step is
is bounded by the length s √ 2 of the square region's diagonal, τ j ≥ τ min = T/( √ 2s/v + w). Using a step size of zero gives
We now proceed to bound E[q
From the Edmundson-Madansky [Madansky 1959 ] inequality, we know that for any convex function f : R → R and a random variable ξ with support in [a, b] and mean value μ,
We apply Inequality (6), with
We can preserve the inequality in Equation (7) by taking a conservative approach, and using the upper bound for E[τ j ] from Equation (4). Now, Equations (5) and (7) yield
Using equality in Equation (8) gives us a conservative estimate of the probability that mobile collector M j visits subregion r. Now, there are n m collectors in all, of which n m − κ are uncompromised. Each mobile collector will visit subregion r at least once with probability β = Pr[V j ], so that Y r (T ) is Binomially distributed with success probability β. That is,
Therefore, we have
Validation of Analysis by Experiments
Consider a 1, 000m × 1, 000m region with 100 equal-sized subregions, with 100 collectors moving at speeds of v = 10m/s, 20m/s or 30m/s, pausing at 
TRANSIT INTEGRITY: THE MGKE SCHEME
We present mGKE, a key-establishment scheme for group-based sensor deployments [Liu and Ning 2003b; Du et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2004] , in which a sensor belongs to a single group, but each group may be deployed to any subregion in the sensor field, as in Figure 3 . Each node is preloaded with a set of keys, each shared pairwise with one other node. We use the notation in Table II . We refer to the pairwise key between a pair of sensors as an S-S key, and the pairwise key between a mobile node and a sensor as an M-S key. Let there be n s sensors and n m mobile collectors. We will denote the ith static sensor by s i and the j th mobile collector by m j . We arrange the static sensors into g groups G i , 1 ≤ i ≤ g , each of which has γ = n s / g sensors. Group G u will comprise sensors s i such that (u − 1)γ < i ≤ uγ . Let G u , s i denote sensor s i from group G u . We will replace G u , s i by s i , when no confusion can arise.
Outline of mGKE
Two nodes are associated if they share a preloaded pairwise key. Sensors in the same group are preconfigured to be associated with each other. Each sensor is also associated with sensors in other groups, in a pattern designed to ensure several sensor associations across each pair of groups. Any sensor s i can now estab-Gu Gv lish a unique pairwise key with any other s j . If s i and s j are from the same group, they start off associated. If they are from different groups, there will exist multiple associations between their groups, so they can establish a pairwise key using any pair of these associated sensors as intermediaries. Unlike PIKE [Chan and Perrig 2005] , this process involves only localized communication.
We present two approaches for key establishment between a mobile collector and a static sensor. The first is usable when the mobile collector has O(n s ) memory, but the second method is more general. In our second approach, the base station preloads each mobile collector m i with keys ensuring several associations with each of a set of selected groups. m i can now establish a unique pairwise key with any static sensor G u , s j using its associations in G u (or in any nearby group, since all groups are associated). A mobile collector pair can use this method to establish a path key.
Key Establishment between Communicating Sensor Pairs

S-S Key Predistribution.
We preload each pair of sensors from the same group with a unique pairwise key. Memory requirements are modest if the group size is chosen appropriately; if the group size is 100 as in [Du et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2004] , each sensor must store 99 keys. For 64-bits keys, each sensor requires 792 bytes. This is doable for a Mica2 Mote sensor that has 4KB SRAM [Crossbow] . This memory requirement can be halved, as in Chan and Perrig [2005] , so that 396 bytes suffice to assign unique keys to all sensor pairs in the same group. We now consider key establishment across groups.
Though group adjacencies are unknown prior to deployment, we require each group to be associated with every other group making it easy to establish key across groups. Sensors from groups G u and G v can establish path keys using any pair of associated agents as intermediaries. If there are g groups, and each sensor has enough memory to hold μ inter-group pairwise keys, each group can have up to t = μγ g −1 agents in each of the other groups. Algorithm 1 shows how to define group associations. We use functions 
G u comprises sensors s i with
assign a unique pairwise key to s x and s y end for end for Figure 7 shows the inter-group S-S key predistribution for sensors in group G 22 . For simplicity, we only show the scenario when each group pair has one agent pair. Accordingly, each sensor is required to be preloaded with μ = 2 keys shared with sensors in distinct groups. Algorithm 1 has several attractive features. Each sensor works as agent for the same number of groups. This balances loads and creates no high-value targets, since no sensor holds more keys than any other. The existence of multiple agents improves resilience for establishing path keys. Finally, agents can be discovered easily using the functions F 1 , . . . , F t , rather than by lookups.
A nice feature of mGKE is that its security properties remain robust even if t is reduced (see Section 6). We can hence tune t to meet a sensor's memory constraints. mGKE will work very well even when sensors have limited memory.
S-S Key Establishment.
A unique pairwise key is preloaded for every intra-group sensor pair. For a pair of communicating sensors from different groups, we adopt the Highest Random Weight technique [Thaler and Ravishankar 1998 ] to choose agents for path key generation, using a hash function H to realize distributed agreement. Sensors G u , s i and G v , s j generate a path key as follows (see Figure 8 ).
One principal, say G u , s i , computes H(s i , s j , p) for 1 ≤ p ≤ t, selects the p yielding the highest H value. It now uses F p to pick an associated sensor pair
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s x decrypts this message, encrypts it with the key K xy shared with s y , and sends it to s y .
s y decrypts this packet, re-encrypts it with the key K jy it shares with s j , and sends it to s j .
s j first applies H to select the same associated pair G u , s x and G v , s y that s i selected, and recovers K ij using K jy , its preloaded association key with s y .
Key Establishment between Mobile Collectors and Sensors
We call G u , s i an agent for mobile collector m i in G u if m i and G u , s i are associated.
Mobile Collectors with O(n s )
Memory. Static sensors are memorylimited but mobile nodes are not. Each sensor s j is preloaded with a secret key K s j shared pairwise with the base station. Sensor s j communicates securely with mobile collector m i using key K ij = R(K s j , m i ), where R is a pseudorandom function (PRF) [Goldreich et al. 1986 ]. Each mobile collector m i is preloaded with the set of keys {K ij } for all sensors s j . Sensor s j can compute a unique pairwise key shared with every mobile collector m i on-demand. However, mobile collectors have enough memory to store the keys they need. While R may be easy to compute, the overhead can be high if the number of mobile collectors is high.
Mobile Collectors with Limited Memory.
We create associations between each mobile collector m i and sensors from some selected g groups, in a pattern that ensures that m i is t-associated with each of the g groups. The g groups can be selected using g functions analogous to the F i functions defined in Section 5.2.1, to ensure that each group is likely to be chosen by the same number of mobile collectors. This balances loads and reduces high-value targets, since no group holds more keys than any other. Also, agents for mobile collectors can be chosen using functions F i analogous to the functions F i in 
Features of mGKE
Resilience to Impersonation. Since all messages above are secured with the preloaded pairwise keys shared between sender and receiver, no attacker can impersonate the intermediaries without the preloaded keys.
Failure Resilience. We can guarantee resilience as in [Thaler and Ravishankar 1998 ]. Each association between groups or mobile sensor has t = μγ g −1 agent pairs. If a pair of intermediaries selected for a path key using H fails, we simply select the pair corresponding to the index q that yields the second biggest H value, and use F q to determine the new agent pair for path key generation. We can continue until we find an agent pair that is alive.
Routing Protocol. Routing is an issue orthogonal to our work. PIKE uses the geographic routing protocol GPSR [Karp and Kung 2000] with a globally addressable infrastructure GHT [Ratnasamy et al. 2002] to find routes to the intermediate nodes. mGKE can also use GPSR and GHT to find routes from nodes to agents or between agents.
However, the overhead of routing in mGKE is much smaller than that in PIKE. Routing to trusted intermediary nodes in PIKE involves network-wide route discovery, since these intermediaries may not always be in the vicinity. In contrast, the static/mobile node and the agent are either within the same group or within nearby groups in mGKE, so discovering a route to the agent only involves route discovery within the group or nearby groups. Route discovery between agents is also local since they are in adjacent groups. mGKE can accomplish key establishment even without a globally addressable infrastructure.
ANALYSIS OF RESILIENCE UNDER RANDOM ATTACK
We compare mGKE with SRKP [Du et al. 2003 ], the scheme in Du et al. [2004] , and PIKE [Chan and Perrig 2005] in terms of resilience against node capture and connectivity.
S-S Keys Shared between Static Sensors
Let s i and s j be any two static nodes, L ij be the communication link between them, and K ij be the key used to secure this link. Let Λ(K ij ) be the event that K ij is a preloaded key, and let Π(K ij ) be the event that K ij is a path key. Let L ij be the event that link L ij is compromised, and κ be the event that κ static sensors have been compromised. If U ij is the event that sensors s i and s j are both uncompromised, we defined resilience (Section 3.3) as the probability of event Lij given events U ij and κ. This probability is
Pairwise keys in [Eschenaer and Gligor 2002; Chan et al. 2003; Du et al. 2003; Liu and Ning 2003a; Du et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2004] are randomly selected from a global pool, so the compromise of one sensor may compromise a number of pairwise keys for other sensors. This is impossible in mGKE, since our preloaded pairwise keys are unique. The only way to compromise a link secured by a preloaded key in mGKE is to compromise one of its endpoints. That is, mGKE achieves perfect resilience against node capture for preloaded keys. We hence exclude the event Λ(K ij ), reducing Equation (9) to
Henceforth, K ij will implicitly be a path key. Let Π 2 (K ij ) be the event that the path key K ij is generated using two agents, and Π 1 (K ij ) be the event that the path key K ij is generated using a single agent, as in the case when s i or s j is itself the agent for the other's group. Under random attack, the attacker compromises a random sensor at each step, so the event of s i or s j being compromised is independent of the event that K ij is a path key. In other words,
Consequently, we can rewrite Equation 10 as
Let there be g groups each of size γ , and let each sensor hold μ preloaded keys for sensors in other groups. As shown in Section 5.2.1, each group has t = μγ g −1 agents in every other group. If α is the probability that a given sensor is an agent for the other's group, then
is the ratio of the number of path keys to the total number of keys among all pairs of communicating sensors s i and s j . We note first that when K ij is a path key, L ij 's endpoints s i and s j must belong to different groups. We take s i ∈ G 1 and s j ∈ G 2 to be any pair of sensors from different groups G 1 , G 2 . Now, K ij is a path key unless s i and s j are both agents sharing a preloaded key, which event occurs with probability
. Event Π 1 (K ij ) occurs if either E 1 . exactly one of s i or s j is an agent for the other's group, or E 2 . both s i and s j are agents for the other's group, but they share no preloaded key.
The probability of E 1 is 2α(1 − α). For E 2 , the probability that s i and s j are each agents for the other's group is α 2 . The t agents G 1 and G 2 have for each other can be matched pairwise in t! ways. Further, there are (t − 1)(t − 1)! matchings in which any given agent s i ∈ G 1 is not paired with agent s j ∈ G 2 . Therefore, the probability of E 2 is
Event Π 2 (K ij ) occurs when neither s i nor s j is an agent for the other's group, so
Let there be n s static sensors, of which x are compromised. The probability that the agent used to transmit the path key K ij is not compromised, when s i and s j are uncompromised is
Similarly,
where a k is the falling factorial function We estimate Pr[Π(K ij )] both analytically and experimentally in Section 8.2.1. Figure 10 (a) shows that our analysis for the number of link compromises closely matches simulation results. Figure 10 (b) plots the error bars over 100 trials. There is minimal variance, so we can compare average values from simulations.
Figure 10(c) shows that mGKE's resilience drops modestly as t decreases. Lowering t by a factor of 10 (from 100 to 10) increases the fraction of compromised S-S keys only by a factor of around 2. mGKE is clearly a good choice when sensor memory is very limited, since we can afford to reduce t without unduly compromising security. Figure 10 (d) compares the resilience of mGKE with that of SRKP [Du et al. 2003 ], GRKP [Du et al. 2004] , and PIKE [Chan and Perrig 2005] . SRKP resilience is computed using the analysis in Du et al. [2003] , preloading each sensor with 200 keys drawn from 4 key spaces chosen from 50 key spaces. GRKP resilience is computed as in Du et al. [2004] , with a key space size of 100,000 and connectivity of 99.99%. (mGKE's connectivity is 100%. See Section 6.3.) The analysis in Du et al. [2004] only considers links secured by preloaded keys, so that the fraction of compromised links in GRKP will be even higher if we include path keys. Under this definition, the resilience graphs of PIKE and mGKE would both be lines of zero, representing perfect resilience. We handicap mGKE and PIKE by including both preloaded keys and path keys.
In Figure 10 sensors. Figure 10(d) shows that the resilience of mGKE is about twice as high as that of PIKE, since a significantly larger fraction of links are secured by pairwise keys in mGKE (see Section 8.2). In Section 8.2, we show that mGKE also has significantly lower communication overhead than PIKE.
M-S Keys Shared between Mobile and Static Nodes
Let s i ∈ G u be an uncompromised sensor and m j be an uncompromised mobile collector. The link L ij between nodes s i and m j is compromised only if K ij is a path key established using a compromised sensor. Let Π a (K ij ) be the event that m j is associated with G u but s i is not associated with m j . In this case, K ij is established through a sensor s k , k = i in G u . Let Πā(K ij ) be the event that m j is not associated with G u , so that K ij must be established using an intermediary s k ∈ G v with which m j is associated, and G v is a nearby group. The probability
Since m j is associated with g out of g groups, we get
Proceeding as in the analysis for L ij between static sensors, we get
, and
Combining these expressions, simplifying, and using the falling factorial notation, Figure 11 shows that in mGKE, the resilience of links between static and mobile nodes degrades linearly with the number of compromised static sensors, which is the best theoretically possible. We used n s = 10 4 , δ = 50,
It is not meaningful to compare our scheme with SRKP and PIKE. SRKP's resilience degrades dramatically even for the static case. PIKE needs a globally addressable infrastructure to find intermediaries, and cannot be directly adopted to support mobile sensor networks.
Resilience and Connectivity
RKP and SRKP require high density deployments to ensure path key establishment with high probability [Hwang and Kim 2004; Chan and Perrig 2005] . In contrast, any two sensors can establish a path key in mGKE, regardless of the sensor distribution, given a physically connected network. Figure 12 compares SRKP, PIKE and mGKE connectivity for a 10,000-sensor network. For SRKP, each sensor has 4 key spaces chosen from a pool of 50 key spaces, and preloaded with 200 keys, a typical configuration from Du et al. [2003] . SRKP connectivity decreases dramatically for sensor densities less than 50, and is almost surely disconnected when the density is around 25. In contrast, PIKE and mGKE retain full connectivity regardless of sensor density. Remarkably, only 55 keys are required for the mGKE scheme to achieve full connectivity among static sensors when groups are 10-associated (See Section 8.1).
Dealing with Random and Selective Attacks in Wireless Sensor Systems
ANALYZING SELECTIVE ATTACKS USING ORDER STATISTICS
Sensor deployments are far more vulnerable to selective attack than to random attack. Yet no analysis of selective attack has been attempted in the literature, since it is technically challenging. We will now present a general framework for analyzing selective attack, and apply it to PIKE and mGKE. 
The Yield Metric
Let S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n s } be the set of sensors, and let C ⊆ S and U ⊆ S be the set of compromised and uncompromised sensors, respectively. Initially, C is empty. The yield Y C (s i ) of sensor s i represents how much new key information the compromise of s i would reveal about the rest of the network, given that the sensors in C have been compromised. Since all keys involving nodes in C are already known, we define the yield as
Y C (s i ) would be defined differently for each key establishment scheme. Each selective attack step targets the sensor s t with the largest yield. That is, Y C (s t ) = max{Y C (s i )}, s i ∈ U. Now, we show how to define this metric for PIKE and mGKE. Figure 13 shows the 3 × 3 logical grid for a 9-sensor network using PIKE. For simplicity, we use a sensor's logical position as its ID. Sensors on the same logical row or column share preloaded keys. Other neighboring sensors can establish a path key via a intermediary on the same logical row or column. When this intermediate sensor is compromised, the path key that is established via this intermediate sensor will also be compromised. However, a preloaded key is compromised only if one of the two sensors sharing the key is compromised. Figure 14 shows how path keys work in PIKE. The dashed line between two sensors denotes the path key they share, with the sensor ID near the dashed line denoting the trusted intermediary that facilitates the path key establishment. For example, the neighboring sensor pair (1,1) and (2,0) establish a path key via the intermediary (1,0). Figure 14 illustrates that initially, the yield of (1,0) is 3, and the yields of (0,2), (1,2), and (0,1) are all 1. All other sensors have yields of 0. Thus a clever attacker will select the next target as sensor (1,0), as it mediates the largest number of path keys, and has the largest yield.
Selective Attack Illustrated
In mGKE, sensors from the same group share pairwise keys. Agents mediate path keys between sensor pairs not sharing preloaded keys. Figure 15 shows the group associations in mGKE. Group G 1 and G 2 are associated via sensors 1 and 8. Figure 16 shows path keys in the 16-sensor network. Sensor pairs (3,5), (3, 6) and (2, 6) establish path keys via agent pairs (1, 8). Since sensor 1 is also the agent for group G 3 , it also mediates path keys between the neighboring pairs (4, 11), and (2, 9). Thus the initial yield of sensor 1 is 5. Similarly, the initial yield of sensor 8 and 16 is 3, that of sensor 10 and 11 is 2, that of sensor 7 is 1, and others is 0. The attacker will attack sensor 1 next. 
Framework for Analysis of Resilience under Selective Attack
Since PIKE does not allow mobility, we consider a static deployment of n s sensors. For convenience, we will write κ = |C|. We bound the number of compromises by assuming κ ≤ ρn s for some ρ. Let s t ∈ U, having yield [Arnold et al. 1993 ] of the n s random variables Y ø (s i ). Similarly, after the κ nodes in C are compromised, let the yields of the n s − κ uncompromised nodes be sorted into
Under selective attack, the attacker always picks the node with maximum yield as its target. Hence, the first node compromised has yield Y n s ø . After the set C of nodes is compromised, the next node targeted in set U has yield Y n s −|C| C . In other words, the marginal yield given C is always
, where κ = |C|.
Estimating Y C
Since C = ∅ immediately after deployment, the initial yield Y ø (s i ) of s i equals the number of path keys it mediates for the entire network. Subsequent node compromises make C = ∅, lowering s i 's yield to Y C (s i ). Denote this decrease by
A link is compromised as soon as one of its endpoints is compromised. Let s i ∈ U mediate a path key for an uncompromised link (s u , s v ). Clearly, s i 's yield drops by 1 when the first of s u or s v is compromised, but drops no further when the other endpoint is compromised. The existence of each such compromised link indicates that the the yield of its (uncompromised) intermediary has dropped by 1, that is, that D C (s i ) has increased by 1. 
The expectation of k-th order statistics [Arnold et al. 1993] 
Using Equation 13
, we obtain
We now compute the CDF of the initial yields of nodes andD C for PIKE and mGKE. ). Now, Y ø (s i ) has density
Analysis of Resilience to Selective Attack for PIKE
To estimate E[D C (s ) path keys, so it mediates the path key for any given link with probability
We could use equality above if Y ø (s
) and s i ∈S Y ø (s i ) were stochastically independent [Dubey 1963 ]. Our approximation is nonetheless justified; the sum s i ∈S Y ø (s i ) is determined almost entirely by terms other than Y ø (s n s −κ ø ), since |S| 1. Next, we note that the probability that any pair (s u , s v ) is a link is πr 2 /A, the probability that a link uses a path key is Π(K ij ) (see Section 8.2.1), and the probability that this path-key intermediary is s 
It follows that
The marginal yield E[ Y C ] with respect to κ is now readily computed from Equations (14), (15), (16), and (17) (see Figure 18(c) ).
Analysis of Resilience to Selective Attack for mGKE
We now estimate the initial yields Y ø (s i ) for s i in group G 0 , under mGKE. Each group has t pairs of agents for every other group, and each node s i is associated with μ groups. Node s i functions as an intermediary with probability 1/t for the path key between s u and s v , under three conditions. First, s u must be from the same group G 0 as s i . Second, s v must belong to a group which s i is associated with and is adjacent to group G 0 . Third, s u and s v must be neighbors. Ignoring boundary effects in the monitored area, each group has four horizontally/vertically adjacent groups, and four diagonally adjacent groups. We call two groups are ⊕-adjacent if they are vertically or horizontally adjacent, and ⊗-adjacent if they are diagonally adjacent. Let 0 ≤ N ⊕ ≤ 4 be the number of groups ⊕-adjacent to group G 0 and associated with s i . Let 0 ≤ N ⊗ ≤ 4 be the number of groups ⊗-adjacent to group G 0 and associated with s i . Let p ⊕ be the probability that an s u ∈ G 0 neighbors an s v from a ⊕-adjacent group. Let p ⊗ be the probability that an s u ∈ G 0 neighbors an s v from a ⊗-adjacent group. We now estimate p ⊕ and p ⊗ . Figure 17 shows a section of grid, with cells of size L × L. Let sensor s i have range r, and be deployed at position P = (x, y), with x measured from the left edge of the cell and y measured from its top edge. A sensor from the vertically adjacent grid cell will be a neighbor of s i if and only if it lies in the truncated circular segment CDRBQC. A sensor from the diagonally adjacent grid cell will be a neighbor of s i if and only if it lies in the truncated segment ACDA. Let us denote the area of any region W by ||W ||.
The probabilities p ⊕ and p ⊗ are the expectations, over all x and y, of
. Clearly, ||CDRBQC|| = ||CDRQC|| + ||BQRB|| = ||CDRQC|| + G( y). Also, f ( y, t) = √ r 2 − t 2 − y, and BQ = r 2 − y 2 . The following three cases arise.
The circular segment is truncated by the cell's left edge when x < r 2 − y 2 , and by the right edge when x > L − r 2 − y 2 . When r 2 − y 2 ≤ x ≤ L − r 2 − y 2 , the segment is untruncated, as for a sensor at position P in Figure 17 . We start by noting that
If we define F (x, y) = ||CQRDC||, we can write
For a sensor at position (x, y), let the overlap area of the circular segment with the vertically adjacent cell be ⊕ (x, y). We have the following cases.
The total overlap are with the vertically disposed cell for sensors in the region 0 ≤ y ≤ r is therefore
We note that
and that √ 
From Equations (18), (19), (20), and (21), we get
We compute the overlap area for the diagonally adjacent group as
where 0 ≤ x, y ≤ r and x 2 + y 2 ≤ r 2 . Proceeding as before,
7.6.1 Estimating the Yield. Let X ⊕ be the number of path keys mediated by s i between some s u ∈ G 0 and some s v in a ⊕-adjacent group. Let X ⊗ be the number of path keys mediated by s i between some s u ∈ G 0 and some s v in a ⊗-adjacent group. Therefore,
where X ⊕ j and X ⊗ j are random variables distributed as X ⊕ , and X ⊗ , respectively. Clearly, X ⊕ and X ⊗ are Binomially distributed. If groups G 1 and G 0 share t agent pairs, there will be γ 2 − t path keys between them using one of the t agents in group G 0 . Hence if p ⊕ and p ⊗ are as in Equations (22) and (23),
Since the success probabilities are low, we can approximate these Binomial distributions as Poissons with parameters λ ⊕ = (γ 2 −t)
, and λ ⊗ = ((γ 2 −t)) p ⊗ t , respectively. We get the CDF for Y ø (s i ) as follows from Equation (24). We recall that that N ⊕ and N ⊗ are the number of groups ⊕-adjacent or ⊗-adjacent to the group containing s i , and associated with s i . Since the sum of Poissons is also Poisson, we have
where random variables S j,k are Poisson distributed with parameter
Let s i occur in group G 0 . The other g − 1 groups are randomly placed into the cells in the region. Exactly four of these will be ⊕-adjacent to G 0 ; let us color these groups black. mGKE ensures that s i is associated with exactly μ of the g − 1 peer groups. Hence, the number of black groups associated with s i is simply the number of black items in a sample of size μ drawn without replacement from a population of g − 1 items, of which four are black. This is a hypergeometric distribution, so that
)] as for PIKE in Section 7.5, using Equation (17). The marginal yield E[ Y C ] with respect to κ is now readily computed from Equations (14), (25), (16), and (17). (d) show that the analytical and experimental values for the marginal yields under selective attack also match very well. Our analysis framework for selective attack clearly captures its true characteristics. As expected, the marginal yield decreases with κ for both PIKE and mGKE. Figure 19 compares the resilience of PIKE and mGKE under random attack (RA) and selective attack (SA). As expected, SA is more effective than RA, since the attacker targets nodes to maximize new key information at each selective attack step. These results are consistent with the results for the resilience of RKP and SRKP under the two attack models in Huang et al. [2004] . Pairwise keys being unique (Section 6), PIKE's resilience decreases roughly linearly and mGKE's sublinearly, with the number of compromises. In contrast, RKP and SRKP resilience degrades dramatically after a threshold under both random and selective attack [Huang et al. 2004] . Figure 19 shows that under selective attack, PIKE has slightly better resilience than mGKE for small κ (less than 7%). However, as κ increases, mGKE outperforms PIKE. Resilience under selective attack depends on the fraction of path keys and the skew in the distribution of yields of uncompromised nodes. Greater skew lets the attacker discover more keys from the rest of network, by compromising the nodes with highest yields.
Analytical and Experimental Results
For uniform deployments, each node in PIKE is intermediary for approximately the same number of neighboring node pairs. In mGKE, agent nodes for neighboring groups tend have higher yields than other nodes, so mGKE starts off with higher skew for yields than PIKE (See Figure 18 (a) and Figure 18(b) ). PIKE's resilience is slightly better than mGKE's at the outset. However, as highyield nodes are quickly compromised in selective attack, the effect of path-keys begins to dominate. Since mGKE has a much lower fraction of path keys, (see Section 8.2), it outperforms PIKE as more nodes are compromised.
MEMORY AND COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD
We now compare mGKE's and PIKE's memory and communication costs. Communication in sensor networks is mostly between neighboring nodes; mGKE's protocols recognize this fact and localize communications, but PIKE does not. This comparison is hence fair; that mGKE is a group-based scheme while PIKE is not material from this point of view.
We used 100 mobile collectors, and between 10,000 and 50,000 static sensors, with a default of 10,000. The communication range for each sensor was 40m. The deployment density δ, the average number of static sensors in a sensor's transmission range, varied from 20 to 100, to represent low-to high-density deployments. The deployment area A is determined by the number of static sensors n s , sensor density δ, and the communication range, with A = n s πr 2 δ . The group size γ was set to be 100, as in [Du et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2004] , and the number of groups varied from 100 to 500 accordingly. Sensors in each group were uniformly distributed within a region of area A/ g .
Memory Overhead
mGKE has low memory requirements. Given n s static sensors, with group size γ , mGKE requires each sensor to be preloaded with γ − 1 pairwise keys shared with sensors from the same group and t( g − 1)/γ pairwise keys shared with sensors in different groups. Further, we use the method in Chan and Perrig [2005] to reduce the memory requirement by a factor of two. Therefore, the memory needed per sensor to establish S-S key is 1 2
keys. To establish M-S keys with n m mobile collectors, each of which is t-associated with g groups, each sensor must also be preloaded with an additional g tn m 2n s keys.
In contrast, PIKE-2D and PIKE-3D have memory overheads √ n s + 1 and 3 3 √ n s + 1, respectively [Chan and Perrig 2005] . As noted in Section 5.4, PIKE requires global addressability, and cannot directly support mobility. Figure 20 shows the memory requirements of PIKE-2D, PIKE-3D and mGKE (t = 30). For mGKE, the solid line shows the memory overhead for supporting static sensors only, while the dashed line shows the memory needed to support mobile sensor networks with g / g = 0.3. (a + b), so we can use 2m as a lower bound for h(s i , s k ) + h(s k , s j ). Two choices are available in PIKE for s k , of which the one yielding the smaller distance is chosen. That is, we must choose the smaller of the distances from M to two intermediaries randomly placed in the square. This corresponds to the smaller of the distances from M to two randomly chosen points, or more precisely, to the first-order statistic for two randomly chosen values from the distribution of distances in the square. For samples drawn from distribution F (x) with density
, the first-order statistic has distribution [Arnold et al. 1993 ]
Using Equations (1) and (26), we obtain the expectation E[m] = E[ f X 1 ] = 0.379475, but omit the details for lack of space. A lower bound for the number of hops for PIKE's path key establishment in a square of area A is
Establishing a path key between s i and s j in mGKE (see Figure 22) number of hops for path key establishment in mGKE, linearity of expectation leads to
whereh mGKE is the expected hop distance between any two nodes in a group, andh mGKE is the expected hop distance between any two sensors from adjacent groups.
In mGKE, each group of sensors is in an a × a square, where a = √ A/ g . Since s i and s x are in the same square, the expected physical distance between them [Ghosh 1951 ] isλ mGKE = 0.52a. To getλ mGKE , the expected distance between s x and s y , we note that two adjacent squares may touch (see Figure 23 ) along an edge or at a corner. Letλ ⊕ be the expected distance between two random points picked randomly from neighboring squares that are vertically (or horizontally) disposed. Letλ ⊗ be the expected distance between two random points picked from neighbors that are diagonally disposed. We now haveλ mGKE = Pr[⊕]λ ⊕ + Pr[⊗]λ ⊗ , where Pr[⊕] (or Pr [⊗] ) is the probability that neighboring squares are horizontally or diagonally disposed, respectively.
It is known [Ghosh 1951 ] that the expected distance between two random points in an a × 2a rectangle is 0.804a. Since these two points are from the same square half with probability 0.5 and from different square halves with probability 0.5, we get 0.804a = 0.5λ ⊕ + 0.5λ mGKE . That is,λ ⊕ = 1.088a.
To getλ ⊗ , consider two random points in a 2a × 2a square, which consists of four a × a squares. Clearly, the expected distance between two random points in a 2a × 2a square is 0.52 × 2a = 1.04a. Since these two points are from the same a × a square with probability 0.25, from two horizontally or vertically adjacent a × a squares with probability 0.5, and from two diagonally disposed a × a squares with probability 0.25, we can use linearity of expectation to write 1.04a = 0.25λ mGKE + 0.5λ ⊕ + 0.25λ ⊗ . Since we knowλ mGKE = 0.52a,λ ⊕ = 1.088a, we getλ ⊗ = 1.464a.
We 
In Figure 24 , the solid line shows the experimental results and the dashed line shows theoretical lower boundh for PIKE and mGKE, using a density δ = 50. For both schemes, the experimental results match the lower bound quite closely. Therefore, we may use this lower bound to approximateh.
Figure 25(a) shows simulation results for the average number of hops H to establish path keys in PIKE and mGKE, for a density of 50. For fixed group size, H mGKE remains constant as the network grows; network size has no impact on the communication overhead because the communication for establishing mGKE path keys is localized to two adjacent groups. In contrast, establishing a path key in PIKE requires network-wide communication, and thus H PIKE increases as the network size increases.
Path Key Fraction for S-S Keys.
Let (s i , s j ) be a pair of neighbors picked globally in the system at random, and let Π G (K ij ) be the event that the key K ij is a path key. The path key fraction is clearly the probability Pr[Π G (K ij )]. Consider a PIKE grid of n nodes. For a given s i , there are at most 2( √ n − 1) choices for s j from on the same row or column, out of a total of (n − 1) choices system-wide, so that the probability of a shared key is at most
. Hence, neighbors in PIKE hardly ever share preloaded keys, so that Pr[Π G (K ij )] ≈ 1. Our simulation results (Figure 25(b) ) confirm this calculation.
We estimate the global path key fraction in mGKE as follows. The expected number of neighboring sensor pairs is . For any pair of groups which are vertically or horizontally adjacent, the probability that a pair of sensors from each group are neighbors is p ⊕ (See Section 7.6), and such a pair will have a path key with probability 1 − will have on average
) path keys. Since groups are deployed in a √ g × √ g grid, the total number of group pairs vertically or horizontally adjacent
. These adjacent group pairs will have on average
path keys. Similarly, we can estimate the average number of path keys between diagonally adjacent groups as
This equation yields a path-key fraction of 28% for the default mGKE configuration, which is in perfect agreement with the experimental ratio shown in Figure 25 (b). Figure 25(c) shows H × Pr[Π G (K ij )], an estimate of the path key establishment overhead. mGKE's overhead is 10 times lower than PIKE's for 10,000 nodes, and over 20 times lower for 50,000 nodes. Clearly, mGKE is especially suitable for very large sensor networks.
Communication Overhead.
Two major differences between PIKE and mGKE result in a big difference in their communication overheads. First, sensors use local intermediaries when establishing path keys in mGKE, so only local communication is needed to transmit key establishment messages. In contrast, intermediaries in PIKE could be anywhere in the entire target region, so that network-wide communication is required. Second, a larger fraction of keys are path keys in PIKE than in mGKE. When sensors are deployed in groups, sensors from the same group are more likely to be neighbors. In mGKE, all sensors from the same group share preloaded pairwise keys, but in PIKE, only sensors on the same grid column or row do. Consequently, the fraction of path keys in PIKE is significantly higher than that of mGKE.
PIKE distributes sensors uniformly in the region, while mGKE uses a flexible group deployment method, and exploits the locality inherent in group-based deployments to reduce the number of path keys. Since the PIKE work [Chan and Perrig 2005] does not discuss group-based deployment, and its logical grid is clearly intended to be system-wide, there is no sound basis for discussing its performance in group-based deployments. Figure 25(d) shows the average number of hops for establishing path keys for a network of 10,000 nodes deployed at low densities. As expected, the average number of hops decreases in both PIKE and mGKE with density, but mGKE incurs much lower communication overhead than PIKE. Figure 25 (e) shows the ratio of path keys in PIKE and mGKE, and Figure 25 (f) plots the communication overhead in PIKE and mGKE, varying the network density from 20 to 100. Clearly, mGKE has much lower communication overheads than PIKE even when the network density is low.
Low Density Deployments.
Effects of Deployment Error.
In practice, sensor deployment is subject to errors. We will now examine how deployment errors affect mGKE's communication costs, assuming, as in Liu et al. [2008] , that sensors in a group follow a 2-D Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σ , with mean location being the center of grid cell.
Figures 26(a) and 26(a) present the average number of hops per path key establishment, and the path key fraction as σ increases from 10m to 200m. We assume 100m×100m grid cells and a 1000m×1000m region. As we increase σ , the sensors in a group fall into a wider area, reducing the value of group-based deployment. At a σ of 200m, sensors in a group are likely to scatter over the entire 1000m×1000m region, nullifying the benefits of group-based deployments. At this extreme value for σ , mGKE has communication cost similar to that of PIKE. For more moderate values of σ , mGKE outperforms PIKE. 
Communication Overhead for M-S Keys
Establishing a key between G u , s i and m j requires two intragroup messages if G u is associated with m j , or two intergroup messages and two intragroup messages otherwise. Let 3. Otherwise m j is associated with at least one of G u 's eight adjacent groups with probability P 2 = 1−Pr[Π a (K ij )]−(1−Pr[Π a (K ij )]) 9 = 0.66. We consider only these two cases, since they occur with probability close to 1.
In the first case, the two intragroup messages require on averageh 1 = 2 × 0.52a/r = 1.04a/r hops, for a × a cells. For the second case, the two intergroup messages requireh 2 = 2 × 1 2 (λ ⊕ +λ ⊗ )/r = 2.57a/r. Now, the average number of hops to establish an M-S key is Pr[Π a (K ij )] ×h 1 + P 2 ×h 2 .
To demonstrate that our scheme supports mobile sensor networks, we evaluate the fraction of total available energy in the sensor networks consumed to establish keys between mobile collectors and static sensors. Let the region be a 1, 000m × 1, 000m square, divided into 100 subregion of size 100m × 100m. Let the network have n m = 100 mobile collectors, and n s = 10, 000 static sensors, divided into g = 100 groups with size γ = 100. Mobile collectors move at constant speed v = 10m/s, and pause w = 5s at waypoints. Let g g = 0.3, and the transmission radius is r = 40m.
From our analysis, we know the average number of hops per M-S key is about 7. When a mobile collector moves to a subregion, it will establish keys with all the 100 static sensors in the subregion. As analyzed in Section 4, the average time for each data collection is E[t i ] = 57s. On average, the 100 mobile collectors will establish 100×100 = 10 4 keys in all, requiring 7×10 4 transmissions, every 57s.
If the energy to transmit a packet per hop is approximately 0.48mJ [Madden et al. 2003 ], the energy consumption for key establishment will be 7 × 10 4 × 0.48 = 3.36 × 10 4 mJ. If each sensor has two AA batteries, each with average capacity 2,850 mAh [Malan et al. 2004] , the total energy capacity of 10,000 sensors would be 10, 000×2, 850×2 = 5.7×10 7 mAh. This capacity will keep the sensor network alive for about 57s × (3 × 5.7 × 10 7 × 3600)/(3.36 × 10 4 ) = 12087 days when the energy is only used for M-S key establishment.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we address the problem of ensuring data integrity at the source and during transit in sensor networks, and the related challenge of analyzing the resilience of sensor networks to selective and random attacks. For source integrity, we present an analysis of the impact of mobile collector compromises, and the circumstances under which trustworthiness can be guaranteed. Our analysis forms a sound basis for quantifying the tradeoffs to be made to ensure security of deployments with mobile collectors.
We also present mGKE, a new group-based key predistribution scheme for large sensor networks, with a number of advantages over current methods. First, it accommodates very flexible deployment models as well as mobility. Second, it enables any pair of sensors to establish a unique pairwise key in any physically connected network, regardless of sensor density or distribution. Third, mGKE is nearly perfectly resilient against node capture attacks, due to the uniqueness of pairwise keys. Unlike competing group-based methods, system security in mGKE does not degrade dramatically when the number of compromised sensors reaches a certain threshold. mGKE is remarkably resilient to compromises. Finally, mGKE uses only local communication to establish path keys, and has very low overhead.
A major contribution of our article is a novel framework for analyzing the impact of selective sensor compromises in sensor networks, using the theory of order statistics. Selective attack, in particular, poses difficult technical challenges, and our work is the first such analysis to appear in the literature. We have applied this framework to perform detailed analysis of the effects of selective attack on PIKE and mGKE, and compared the results of analysis with those of experiment. Our analytical and experimental results match extremely well, confirming the correctness of our analysis.
